[17:00:09] <nbelaevski> hello all
[17:00:23] <ishaikovsky_home> hi.. sorry need two minutes more
[17:00:30] <nbelaevski> let's get started with our meeting
[17:00:35] <nbelaevski> ishaikovsky_home: hi ilya
[17:01:41] <pyaschenko1> Hi
[17:02:16] <nbelaevski> our agenda for today http://community.jboss.org/wiki/RichFacesTeamMeetingAgenda11-9-2010
[17:02:21] <nbelaevski> pyaschenko1: good day
[17:05:38] ishaikovsky_home back
[17:05:43] <nbelaevski> we have staged release this weekend and QE team has started testing
[17:06:28] <nbelaevski> so just to remind: /trunk is closed for commits for now - please don't write there
[17:06:55] <nbelaevski> that is until explicit notice at developers'' forum
[17:07:40] <nbelaevski> how does testing undergoing?
[17:07:51] <nbelaevski> ppitonak: lfryc: ^
[17:07:59] <nbelaevski> ppitonak: lfryc: do you see Prabhat here btw?
[17:08:01] Konstantin1 [~k@86.57.158.226] has joined #richfaces
[17:08:14] <nbelaevski> Konstantin1: good day
[17:08:41] <Konstantin1> hi all
[17:08:48] <lfryc> nbelaevski: already pinged him :-)
[17:08:58] <nbelaevski> lfryc: ok, thanks much
[17:09:34] prabhaat [~prabhaat@user-0ccsrgp.cable.mindspring.com] has joined #richfaces
[17:09:53] <nbelaevski> prabhaat: good morning
[17:10:03] <prabhaat> nbelaevski, :)
[17:10:23] <nbelaevski> how does testing undergoing?
[17:10:47] <prabhaat> nbelaevski, writing you a quick email so that we don't miss anybody..give me a min pls
[17:10:58] alexsmirnov [~Adium@c-24-4-126-0.hsd1.ca.comcast.net] has joined #richfaces
[17:11:12] <nbelaevski> I've already gone via unscheduled issues and assigned some issues to F_4.x - others for investigation in M4 scope
[17:11:18] <nbelaevski> prabhaat: ok, good
[17:11:23] <nbelaevski> alexsmirnov: good morning
[17:11:37] <alexsmirnov> hi all
[17:13:23] <prabhaat> nbelaevski, mail sent :)
[17:13:41] ishaikovsky_home [x3User4838@mm-133-130-84-93.dynamic.pppoe.mgts.by] is now known as ilya_shaikovsky
[17:15:14] <nbelaevski> prabhaat: just checked it
[17:15:57] <nbelaevski> prabhaat: I've selected few issues forinvestigation
[17:16:10] pyaschenko1 [~pasha@86.57.158.226] has quit IRC: Quit: Leaving.
[17:16:13] <nbelaevski> prabhaat: others does not seem critical, so don't need respin
[17:16:20] <nbelaevski> prabhaat: what's your opinion?
[17:16:40] <prabhaat> nbelaevski, so for sure, no need for respin based on your opinion or do you need more time?
[17:17:06] <nbelaevski> prabhaat: will know more after results of investigation
[17:17:38] <prabhaat> nbelaevski, ok..sounds good. we will wait for that
[17:18:30] <nbelaevski> prabhaat: here is the list https://jira.jboss.org/secure/IssueNavigator.jspa?reset=true&jqlQuery=project+%3D+RF+AND+resolution+%3D+Unresolved+AND+fixVersion+%3D+%224.0.0.Milestone4%22+ORDER+BY+priority+DESC
[17:19:12] <prabhaat> nbelaevski, only 2 ..that seems doable :)
[17:19:42] <nbelaevski> right, just two
[17:20:14] <ppitonak> nbelaevski: prabhaat I think that RF-9720 isn't very common use-case, wdyt?
[17:20:15] <jbossbot> jira [RF-9720] Toggle control: targetItem and targetPanel cannot be changed dynamically [Open, Major, Nick Belaevski] https://jira.jboss.org/browse/RF-9720
[17:20:56] <nbelaevski> ppitonak: that's a base functionality broken - so I want to check why
[17:21:06] <ilya_shaikovsky> ppitonak, seems yes
[17:22:23] <nbelaevski> any other questions/issues?
[17:22:37] <prabhaat> nbelaevski, nope
[17:22:41] <ppitonak> nbelaevski: inplace select is broken in showcase and metamer
[17:22:51] <ppitonak> nbelaevski: it requires two clicks to show popup
[17:23:02] <prabhaat> nbelaevski, archeytpe verification is assigned to me but i have not tested them yet
[17:23:43] <nbelaevski> ppitonak: can you please point me to link about inplace select?
[17:23:57] <abelevich_> ppitonak, openOnEdit attribute?
[17:24:17] <ppitonak> abelevich_: I tried it and it didn't work
[17:25:13] <abelevich_> editEvent = 'click'?
[17:25:27] <ppitonak> abelevich_: yes
[17:26:09] <abelevich_> it's strange because component has worked in my sample and in ilya's showcase too
[17:26:16] <abelevich_> ilya_shaikovsky, ping
[17:27:06] <ilya_shaikovsky> abelevich_, before staging yes
[17:28:12] <ilya_shaikovsky> ppitonak, abelevich_, I can't check right now as I'm not from work laptop but from home PC
[17:28:23] <ilya_shaikovsky> but it worked.. so seems need to recheck
[17:28:35] <ppitonak> ilya_shaikovsky: abelevich_ it's broken in showcase M4
[17:28:57] <ilya_shaikovsky> b.t.w. we could check quickly at GAE
[17:29:03] <ilya_shaikovsky> I've updated yesterday
[17:29:11] <ilya_shaikovsky> it was after stagging
[17:29:15] <ilya_shaikovsky> without any changes
[17:29:51] ilya_shaikovsky checking
[17:30:52] <ppitonak> ilya_shaikovsky: which gae url contains the newest version?
[17:31:00] <ilya_shaikovsky> http://richfaces-showcase-gae.appspot.com/richfaces/component-sample.jsf;jsessionid=voDOOPtmvHzT8YNBMn1aKQ?demo=inplaceSelect
[17:31:38] <ilya_shaikovsky> abelevich_, it's really not works
[17:31:38] <ilya_shaikovsky> :(
[17:31:47] <abelevich_> *****
[17:32:43] <nbelaevski> ilya_shaikovsky: so that's a bug? looked like a feature for me
[17:32:50] <ilya_shaikovsky> bug
[17:32:56] <ilya_shaikovsky> it's worked
[17:32:57] nbelaevski did checking yesterday...
[17:33:00] <ilya_shaikovsky> and became broken
[17:33:03] <abelevich_> looks like regression to me
[17:33:05] <abelevich_> ^)
[17:33:07] <ilya_shaikovsky> yes
[17:33:11] <ilya_shaikovsky> :/
[17:34:32] <nbelaevski> ppitonak: is it in JIRA already?
[17:34:41] <ppitonak> nbelaevski: yup
[17:35:16] <ppitonak> https://jira.jboss.org/browse/RF-9664
[17:35:17] <jbossbot> jira [RF-9664] Inplace select: two clicks are needed to show options [Resolved, Major, Anton Belevich] https://jira.jboss.org/browse/RF-9664
[17:36:18] <nbelaevski> thanks - I was looking in resoolved
[17:37:09] <nbelaevski> ilya_shaikovsky: do you think it's important enough for respin?
[17:37:15] <ilya_shaikovsky> nbelaevski, no
[17:37:21] <ilya_shaikovsky> :)
[17:37:24] <nbelaevski> ilya_shaikovsky: agree
[17:37:32] <nbelaevski> ppitonak: prabhaat: lfryc: wdyt?
[17:38:28] <lfryc> I think not necessary to respin, but mention in release notes
[17:38:47] <ppitonak> nbelaevski: yup, no respin for now
[17:39:01] cypo [c2723e46@gateway/web/freenode/ip.194.114.62.70] has quit IRC: Quit: Leaving...
[17:39:06] <nbelaevski> ok, good
[17:39:06] <prabhaat> nbelaevski, ye :) no respin. I hope archetype does not show any error either
[17:39:38] <nbelaevski> prabhaat: ok
[17:39:45] <nbelaevski> anything else for now?
[17:39:54] <ppitonak> nbelaevski: not from me
[17:40:09] <prabhaat> nbelaevski, we will continue with usual testing process
[17:40:31] <alexsmirnov> nbelaevski: I have a question about old releases.
[17:40:55] <nbelaevski> prabhaat: ppitonak: lfryc: ok thanks
[17:41:02] <nbelaevski> alexsmirnov: what question?
[17:42:24] <alexsmirnov> I remember the problem where JavaScript libraries added by AJAX have not enough time to load, so new component added by AJAX doesn't work ( necessary code not ready at the time of component creation ).
[17:43:02] <nbelaevski> yes, there was such issue in 3.x
[17:43:11] <alexsmirnov> I found such issue with rich:editor in portals, so does anyone remember JIRA and where it was fixed ?
[17:43:26] <alexsmirnov> If it fixed at all...
[17:43:45] <nbelaevski> alexsmirnov: for editor it wasn't fix IIRC because it has it's own script loader
[17:44:15] <nbelaevski> alexsmirnov: we fixed it only in core part of AJAX.js
[17:44:36] <nbelaevski> alexsmirnov: so that it delays scripts execution until all scripts are loaded
[17:45:57] <alexsmirnov> Ok, it means that we don't need to respin 3.3.1 release. Ok.
[17:46:47] <nbelaevski> ok, so let's move to M5 part of the agenda
[17:46:59] <ppitonak> nbelaevski: yet another question
[17:47:06] <nbelaevski> ppitonak: sure, come on
[17:47:14] <ppitonak> nbelaevski: are attributes collumnClasses (rich:dataTable), headerClass (rich:column) and footerClass (rich:column) implemented?
[17:47:31] <nbelaevski> ppitonak: let's ask abelevich
[17:47:35] <nbelaevski> abelevich_: ^
[17:49:04] <abelevich_> no
[17:49:10] <ppitonak> abelevich_: thanks
[17:50:24] <nbelaevski> anything else?
[17:50:47] <lfryc> nbelaevski: why rich:tabPanel has limitToList instead of limitRender ?
[17:51:30] <lfryc> I thought we wanted to introduce limitRender instead of limitToList (to be consistent with render attribute)
[17:51:41] <nbelaevski> lfryc: please file a bug
[17:51:45] <lfryc> ok
[17:52:17] <ilya_shaikovsky> nbelaevski, maybe even corrected once more at wiki
[17:52:19] <ilya_shaikovsky> s:)
[17:52:24] <ilya_shaikovsky> but still not there
[17:52:35] <nbelaevski> ilya_shaikovsky: please
[17:53:08] <ilya_shaikovsky> lfryc do not forget affect doc's there it's important one for Sean
[17:53:34] <lfryc> ilya_shaikovsky: ok
[17:54:00] <nbelaevski> ok, so to M5
[17:54:25] Marauder [x3User4838@mm-46-134-84-93.dynamic.pppoe.mgts.by] has joined #richfaces
[17:54:37] <nbelaevski> I've created request to actualize planning JIRAs 
[17:54:43] Marauder [x3User4838@mm-46-134-84-93.dynamic.pppoe.mgts.by] has quit IRC: Client Quit
[17:54:46] <nbelaevski> so everybody please complete that
[17:55:00] Marauder [x3User4838@mm-46-134-84-93.dynamic.pppoe.mgts.by] has joined #richfaces
[17:55:05] Marauder [x3User4838@mm-46-134-84-93.dynamic.pppoe.mgts.by] has quit IRC: Client Quit
[17:55:15] ishaikovsky [x3User4838@mm-46-134-84-93.dynamic.pppoe.mgts.by] has joined #richfaces
[17:55:18] <nbelaevski> discussed meetings dedicated to particular components this week with Jay
[17:55:58] <nbelaevski> decided to discuss 'calendar additional features', DDM & CSV this week
[17:56:06] <ishaikovsky> nbelaevski, in order to not forget
[17:56:10] <nbelaevski> I'm going to send invitations to the affected persons
[17:56:13] <nbelaevski> ishaikovsky: ypu
[17:56:33] <ishaikovsky> ishaikovsky, core components page has limit attribute like "disableImplicitRender" (I remember we changed with you) so need to be adjusted in jira
[17:56:41] <abelevich_> DDM?
[17:56:48] <ishaikovsky> abelevich_, menu
[17:56:50] <nbelaevski> abelevich_: yes, DDM
[17:56:51] <ishaikovsky> drop down
[17:56:59] <abelevich_> ic
[17:57:12] ilya_shaikovsky [x3User4838@mm-133-130-84-93.dynamic.pppoe.mgts.by] has quit IRC: Ping timeout: 240 seconds
[17:57:47] ishaikovsky [x3User4838@mm-46-134-84-93.dynamic.pppoe.mgts.by] is now known as ilya_shaikovsky
[17:57:58] <nbelaevski> also decided that these components/features do not need dedicated meetings 
[17:58:16] <nbelaevski> - panelMenu
[17:58:16] <nbelaevski> - toolbar
[17:58:16] <nbelaevski> - tree - DnD support
[17:58:16] <nbelaevski> - tree - declarative models support
[17:58:26] <nbelaevski> any suggestions/objections?
[17:59:36] <nbelaevski> ok, so the rest of components that haven't been mention goes to the next week
[17:59:42] <nbelaevski> tree, FU, etc
[18:00:16] <nbelaevski> does anybody have some concerns about our M5 plans?
[18:00:56] <nbelaevski> Konstantin1: I've added comments you were mentioning the last time to the project plan
[18:02:27] <nbelaevski> ok, thanks everyone
[18:02:40] <nbelaevski> we are done for today with the meeting


